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QUESTION 1

You need to configure the monitoring computers to support the deployment of watcher nodes to meet the technical
requirements. What should you do? 

A. Deploy the Lync 2013 watcher nodes on the same computers as the Lync 2010 watcher nodes. 

B. Deploy Lync 2013 watcher nodes and remove the Lync 2010 watcher nodes. 

C. Run the Install-CsWatcherCollocate cmdlet on each computer that is running the Lync 2010 watcher nodes. 

D. Run the Install-CsLegacyWatcherNode cmdlet on each computer that is running the Lync 2010 watcher nodes. 

Correct Answer: B 

A legacy Microsoft Lync Server 2010 watcher node cannot be collocated on the same machine with a Lync Server 2013
watcher node. This is because the core system files for Lync Server 2010 and Lync Server 2013 cannot be installed on
the same computer. 

However, Lync Server 2013 watcher nodes can simultaneously monitor both Lync Server 2013 and Lync Server 2010.
The Default synthetic transactions are supported on both product versions. 

 

QUESTION 2

Alpine Ski House\\'s corporate telephony environment includes a Lync 2013 Server with 3,500 users. The company
plans a merger with Adventure Works, which uses a traditional Private Branch Exchange (PBX). Alpine Ski House
intends to completely decommission its existing PBX and replace it with Lync 2013. With the acquisition, the total
number of users would be 6,000. 

Alpine Ski House has two sites and Adventure Works has a single site, all of which would be interconnected by a
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) topology. 

Alpine Ski House anticipates that after the merger, the company will have a total of 25 percent of its users in
conferences, of which 15 percent could be on a public switched telephone network (PSTN) call at any time. The
company plans to add additional bandwidth for all sites. 

Before purchasing additional bandwidth, the company would like an analysis of potential realtime transport (RTC) traffic
based on simulated traffic usage. 

You need to prioritize real-time traffic for audio communications through Lync Client according to Microsoft Best
Practices. 

Which three steps should you perform in order of preference, starting with the most optimal scenario? (To answer, move
the appropriate three actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order, starting
with the most optimal option.) 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Note: 

2.7.13 Traffic Prioritization for Real-Time Communications 

By default, whenever the following communication scenarios are initiated, the Lync client attempts to establish real-time
communications (RTC) through the following logic: If no media port range configuration is enabled (default
configuration): 

o Use a UDP dynamic range of ports from 1024-65535 

o Use a TCP dynamic range of ports from 1024-65535 

o TCP 443 

If a manual media port range configuration is enabled: 

o Use a UDP dynamic range of ports from 1024-65535 

o Use a TCP dynamic range of ports from 1024-65535 

o TCP 443 Networking Guide 

Network Planning, Monitoring, and Troubleshooting withLync Server 
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QUESTION 3

You are developing a design solution to eliminate the possibility of wide area network (WAN) oversubscription by Lync
traffic. 

You need to assign tasks to each office. 

Which tasks should you assign to each office? (To answer, drag the appropriate task or tasks to the correct office or
offices in the answer area. Each task may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split
bar 

between panels or scroll to view content.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Note: 

From scenario: 

* The core portion of the infrastructure is located in the Vancouver data center, although the Seattle data center also has
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two servers (AD Domain controller, DFS server) to provide redundancy of Active Directory and data services. 

* Contoso plans to redesign the existing site-to-site VPN solution between the Vancouver and Seattle offices to
implement a robust and reliable WAN solution with end-to-end support of Quality of Service (QoS). 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to determine which type of encrypted traffic will be seen across which connections for the pilot project. 

Which protocol should you use for each connection? (To answer, drag the appropriate connection type or types to the
correct protocol or protocols in the answer area. Each connection type may be used once, more than once, or not at all.
You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Note: 

Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Mutual Transport Layer Security (MTLS) protocols provide encrypted
communications and endpoint authentication on the Internet. Microsoft Lync Server 2013 uses these two protocols to
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create the network 

of trusted servers and to ensure that all communications over that network are encrypted. All SIP communications
between servers occur over MTLS. SIP communications from client to server occur over TLS. 

Ref: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn481133.aspx 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to identify the current average amount of bandwidth required for public switched telephone network (PSTN)
calls for all three sites. Which bandwidth should you choose? 

A. 16,800 Kbps 

B. 23,250 Kbps 

C. 36,375 Kbps 

D. 61,725 Kbps 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Your customer has a main office that houses 450 employees and a call center that houses 120 employees. The main
office and the call center are connected by a 100-megabits per second (Mbps) wide area network (WAN) link. The call
center uses a Private Branch Exchange (PBX) that has 150 incoming lines. 

Your customer plans to deploy a Lync infrastructure for all employees. You collect network information and start building
a Lync usage model. You need to identify the deliverables that must be achieved after the Lync usage modeling phase
is completed. 

Which two deliverables should you achieve? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. Quality of Service (QoS) configuration 

B. calculation of user-generated Lync traffic 

C. calculation of server-to-server generated Lync traffic 

D. calls simu-lation over the WAN link 

E. RTC traffic estimation over the WAN link 

Correct Answer: BE 

Modeling traffic is effectively a process of calculating or extrapolating expected data usage of an application based on
understanding the data requirements of the application. Usage scenarios can be defined and data calculation can be
performed based on the respective scenarios. However, modeling RTC traffic is only as useful as the information
provided. There are certainly some published generic guidelines about utilization levels and user profiles, but they are
not a replacement for obtaining accurate information on actual PSTN usage, peer calling, and conferencing usage. 
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An Introduction to Network Assessment Concepts: Microsoft Unified Communications 

 

QUESTION 7

You need to recommend a solution to test users\\' ability to schedule, join, and conduct an audio/video (A/V)
conference. What should you do? 

A. Run the Test-CsMcxConference synthetic transaction, save the results, and then view the results through the Lync
Server Logging Tool. 

B. Run the Test-CsAVConference synthetic transaction and then analyze the trace call flow in Snooper. 

C. Run the Test-CsUcwaConference synthetic transaction. 

D. Run the Test-CsAudioConferencingProvider synthetic transaction, save the results, and then view the results through
the Central Logging Service. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 8

You need to configure the Lync 2013 environment to meet the technical requirements for push notifications for mobile
users. Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. Configure a web publishing rule for port 80 on the reverse proxy for the acquired domain. 

B. Configure CNAME redirection over HTTPS for the acquired domain. 

C. Open port 5223 on the Enterprise Wi-Fi network. 

D. Open port 23457 on the Enterprise Wi-Fi network. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Mobile device clients do not support multiple Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificates from different domains. Therefore,
CNAME redirection to different domains is not supported over HTTPS. For example, a DNS CNAME record for
lyncdiscover.contoso.com that redirects to an address of director.contoso.net is not supported over HTTPS. In such a
topology, a mobile device client needs to use HTTP for the first request, so that the CNAME redirection is resolved over
HTTP. Subsequent requests then use HTTPS. To support this scenario, you need to configure your reverse proxy with a
web publishing rule for port 80 (HTTP). 

If you support push notifications and want Apple mobile devices to receive push notifications over your Wi-Fi network,
you also need to open port 5223 on your enterprise Wi-Fi network. Port 5223 is an outbound TCP port used by the
Apple Push Notification Service (APNS). 

From scenario: All push notifications must be able to be sent mobile clients on all supported cell phone manufactures.
Many users do not use Windows mobile phones. 

Ref: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-gb/library/hh690030.aspx 
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QUESTION 9

You need to recommend changes to improve the quality of Lync calls for users in the Detroit and Chicago offices. Which
change should you recommend? 

A. Upgrade the data center\\'s Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) link to 1,100 megabits per second (Mbps). 

B. Implement Quality of Service (QoS). 

C. Upgrade the wide area network (WAN) links at these offices to 30 megabits per second (Mbps). 

D. Connect the offices to the Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) network from Provider-1. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 10

You need to implement a traffic regulation mechanism to monitor and classify packets, both incoming and outgoing, with
the ability to remark excess traffic. What should you use? 

A. Call Admission Control (CAC) 

B. a queuing technique 

C. traffic policing 

D. traffic shaping 

Correct Answer: C 

The following table lists the differences between shaping and policing: Shaping Policing Drop (or remark) Buffer and
queue excess packets excess packets above the above the committed rates. committed rates. Does not buffer.* 

 

QUESTION 11

You need to identify the current average amount of bandwidth required for peer-to-peer (P2P) voice calls for all three
sites. Which bandwidth should you choose? 

A. 36,960 Kbps 

B. 51,150 Kbps 

C. 80,025 Kbps 

D. 135,795 Kbps 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 12

You need to validate the Lync 2013 implementation design traffic simul-ation scenario based on the existing network
environment. Which two actions should you perform during a test run? (Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. Choose two.) 

A. Confirm that Lync Server is configured correctly. 

B. Confirm that the network infrastructure is configured correctly. 

C. Confirm that Quality of Service (QoS) policies are being correctly applied. 

D. Determine whether any congestion patterns develop within the network. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Northwind Traders has a Lync 2013 deployment. The company has outsourced the help desk to a third-party service
provider that is located in New Delhi. The service provider has a 10-MB site- to-site virtual private network (VPN)
connection to Northwind Traders. The service provider uses a proxy server to route and monitor traffic to Northwind
Traders. Both sites\\' computers are on the 10.10.1.x/24 subnet. The proxy server\\'s Northwind Traders-facing IP is
192.168.1.100. 

New Delhi users can access Northwind Traders\\' Lync environment with username@northwindtraders.com, and they
are able to access conferences without issue. However, users complain that they are unable to share their desktops.
You need to recommend a solution. 

Which two actions should you recommend? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose two.) 

A. Add an Edge server at the New Delhi office. 

B. Route Lync traffic externally by using the Edge server. 

C. Disable all firewalls between Northwind Traders and New Delhi. 

D. Change IP scope and remove the proxy server. 

Correct Answer: AB 

The Edge Server provides users with the same external characteristics and internal experience that Lync Server 2013.. 

With the publication of the Edge Server, the following features are supported: 

/Connecting remote clients; 

/Federation with messenger; 

/Integration with Public IM\\'s; 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg398918.aspx 
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QUESTION 14

You prepare a response to a client\\'s request for proposal (RFP) for a Lync network readiness assessment. 

The client\\'s network includes a main office that houses 500 employees and 30 branch offices that house 20 to 100
employees each. All sites are connected by a Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) network. The client plans to use
Lync 

video and upload and share Microsoft PowerPoint presentations. 

The client wants to perform a Lync network assessment. 

You need to include the required tasks in the RFP response, in the correct order. 

Which four tasks should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate four actions from the list of
actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Note:
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* In order:

* The network assessment uses a proven methodology to:

/ Discover your environment.

/ Model your usage patterns and usage scenarios by using information collected during discovery, with the help of the
Lync Bandwidth Calculator.

/Simulate the anticipated Lync Server traffic volumes by using real media streams for a full seven days.

/ Analyze the underlying network infrastructure performance characteristics to determine your readiness in deploying
Lync Server.

After you identify the scenarios to simulate traffic, coupled with the anticipated total bandwidth required, you

 

QUESTION 15

Your corporate telephony environment is a combination of Lync 2013 and traditional Private Branch Exchange (PBX).
Currently, the company has 2,000 users. The company expects to add an additional 2,000 users during the next year.
On average, the company has 20 percent of its users on a public switched telephone network (PSTN) call at any time.
Currently, users make three or more PSTN calls per hour, and it is expected that the new users will make a similar
number of calls. 

The circuit count for light, medium, and heavy traffic is shown in the table below: 

You need to recommend the number of ports required by the PBXs for simulated current usage and the expected
growth. 

How many ports should you recommend? 

A. 40 

B. 54 

C. 80 

D. 160 

Correct Answer: D 

According to the scenario: 20% of 4000 = 800 800 divided 5 users per port = 160 
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